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Premium ships with the Dynamic Sort software and adds automation with
a label applicator, conveyor, and eight automated pockets (expandable for
quick kills on higher-volume runs). The system can process at a rate of up
to 2000 flats per hour.

THE CHAMP: Building on nearly 30 years of direct mailroom experi-
ence, THE CHAMP empowers mailers to maximize postage savings on
the variety of heavier mail typical to most mailrooms. The manifest mail-
ing system utilizes Engineering Innovation’s exclusive SmartClass Con-
version system, combined with differential weighing, to enable rapid han-
dling of multiple types of mixed-weight mail simultaneously.Smart Class
Conversion also situates mailroom staff to uncover postage savings oppor-
tunities and simplify mail preparation for Commercial rates. One of THE
CHAMP’S most versatile feature sis its billing capability. Employing cost
center barcodes, operators handle departmental mail without having to
stop mail processing. In unison with manifesting, the accounting system
simplifies corporate mail center operations. The bill back features also en-
hance facilities management and enable outsourcing customer mailrooms.
THE CHAMP automates tracking for First Class Parcels and Priority Mail
via integration with Engineering Innovation’s EZ-Confirm.com portal.
This web-based system empowers mailers to manage all of their certi-
fied/accountable mailing processes from the desktop, from preparation to
tracking. EZ-Confirm eliminates multiple addressing and features en-
hanced tracking by name, location, and internal account/policy num-
bers(see EZ-Confirm listing in the Certified Mailing Systems sec-
tion).THE CHAMP can be outfitted with any of EII’s presort manifesting
capabilities(First Class Flats & Parcels, Standard Class Flats & Parcels,
BPM Flats and Parcels), either as a stand-alone workstation or integrated
workstation with the EZ-Flats or EZ-Parcel systems. Keying software for
barcoding is optional, and optimal for mailers who need to presort one or
more of these mail classes occasionally, or for low volume runs.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-350-6450 or email
sales@eii-online.com.

In unison with manifesting, the accounting system simplifies corpo-
rate mail center operations. The bill back features also enhance facili-
ties management and enable outsourcing customer mailrooms. THE
CHAMP automates tracking for First Class Parcels and Priority Mail
via integration with Engineering Innovation’s EZ-Confirm.com por-
tal. This web-based system empowers mailers to manage all of their
certified/accountable mailing processes from the desktop, from prepa-
ration to tracking. EZ-Confirm eliminates multiple addressing and
features enhanced tracking by name, location, and internal ac-
count/policy numbers (see EZ-Confirm listing in the Certified Mailing
Systems section).THE CHAMP can be outfitted with any of EII’s
presort manifesting capabilities(First Class Flats & Parcels, Standard
Class Flats & Parcels,BPM Flats and Parcels), either as a stand-alone
workstation or integrated workstation with the EZ-Flats or EZ-Parcel
systems. Keying software for barcoding is optional, and optimal for
mailers who need to presort one or more of these mail classes occa-
sionally, or for low volume runs.

EZ PARCELS: Size does matter — take advantage of USPS Cubic
parcel rates automatically with the EZ-Parcels system from Engi-
neering Innovation Inc. Combining EII’s expertise for developing
low-cost, small footprint mailing solutions and the M.A.I. L. Group’s
more than thirty years of experience processing mail, EZ-Parcels de-
livers a scalable system for processing parcels for all mail classes: sin-
gle-piece,presort and mixed parcel. This scalable solution is designed
for small and large shippers who want to leverage savings afforded by
USPS parcel rates and for mail service companies consolidating par-
cels from several customers. Key features include an incoming con-
veyor and the ability to weigh, dimension and label on the fly. This
Manifest Mailing System eliminates metering requirements while en-
abling cost-center charge back functionality, optimal for outsourcing
and facilities management.Featuring an intake and outbound conveyor
system, 65-pound scale and best-of-class OCR technology which uti-
lizes Parascript and/or RAF Platinum software for reading addresses
and barcoding, EZ-Parcels moves parcels as large as 20” x 20” x 17”
for manifested USPS mailings at the rate of 1000-2000 per hour. A
“Dimensioner” sizes up the package at the same time the piece is
weighed and read by the OCR and automatically upgrades the parcel
to Cubic pricing if more favorable. The software “rate shops” between
Commercial Plus and Cubic for best pricing. It then outputs appropri-
ate markings on the manifest labels while inserting correct markings in
the postal documentation. The OCR also integrates with the manifest-
ing software and EII’s web-based EZ-Confirm service to maximize
visibility of the parcel as it moves through the postal system. The scale
handles parcels weighing up to 65 pounds but can also detect packages
down to one ounce, especially useful for mailers wanting to take ad-
vantage of the Postal Service’s highly attractive First Class Parcel
rates for packages weighing 1-16 ounces.

Postage Mailing Systems

§ Engineering Innovation, Inc.
CATEGORY: Postage Meters/Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: THE CHAMP

COMPANY: Engineering Innovation, Inc., 526 N. Earl Ave., Lafayette,
IN 47904. Key Contact: Sales. Email: sales@eii-online.com.Phone:
800-350-6450.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Take advantage of new USPS Commercial
Plus and Cubic Priority Mail pricing with The Champ.

DESCRIPTION: Building on nearly 30 years of direct mailroom ex-
perience, THE CHAMP empowers mailers to maximize postage sav-
ings on the variety of heavier mail typical to most mailrooms. The
manifest mailing system utilizes Engineering Innovation’s exclusive
Smart Class Conversion system, combined with differential weigh-
ing,to enable rapid handling of multiple types of mixed-weight mail
simultaneously.Smart Class Conversion also situates mailroom staff
to uncover postage savings opportunities and simplify mail prepara-
tion for Commercial rates. One of THE CHAMP’S most versatile fea-
tures is its billing capability. Employing cost center barcodes, opera-
tors handle departmental mail without having to stop mail processing.
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EZ-LETTERS: Eliminate the postage meter — apply postage, barcode,
capture automation discounts, and sort in one pass with the EZ-Letters
from Engineering Innovation Inc. In keeping with its mission to offer the
mailing industry affordable solutions that maximize postage savings, En-
gineering Innovation, Inc. introduces the EZ-Letters solution for 2010.
With a throughput of up to 18,000 letters per hour, the multi-functional
EZ-Letters system has all the capabilities of larger letter sorters at a frac-
tion of the cost and size. With very lowcost of entry and the smallest foot-
print of any letter sorter on the market,EZ-Letters is designed to deliver
immediate efficiencies to small and large mailrooms alike. Able to handle
metered mail, permit mail,and manifest mail, this versatile solution fea-
tures an OCR that can read letters for Automation discounts, while pro-
viding mailers the option to go for MADC through 5D discounts selec-
tively. Processing First Class and Standard mail, EZ-Letters capabilities
encompass a broad range of typical business needs, including
transactional, office, and promotional mail. In addition, EZ-Letters offers
solutions for Incoming Mail, International Mail, Vote by Mail, and can
even processes Reject Mail from other sorting equipment with its
best-of-class imaging/recognition capabilities.

FEATURES: Key EZ-Letters features include the optional Weigh on the
Fly Scale and HP cartridge-based high speed printer for printing postal
barcodes, indicia, addresses, and sorting codes. Coupled with its mani-
festing capability, mailers can dramatically lower labor, equipment,and
ink costs while combining posting/processing into a single-step routine.
Before postage savings, EII estimates this process will bring as much as a
5-cent reduction in per piece mailing costs. EZ-Letters is available with
Parascript OCR which enables reading handwritten pieces and the op-
tional RAF Platinum OCR for best in class performance.EZ-Letters is
also outfitted with a Wide Area Bar Code Reader which reads up to five
distinct barcodes on the mailpiece for such applications as tracking, proof
of processing and populating the Intelligent Mail Barcode. A UMOVE
upgrade is also provided for mailers who need to be in compliance for
Move Update. The EZ-Letters processing platform is highly scalable.
The “out-of-the-box” unit, at a mere 3x5 feet,can fit though most doors
and into any room. Single-sided stackers allow the machine to be set up
against a wall to fit into the tightest mail room.

THE EZ WORKDESK: In 2013 EII introduced the EZWorkDesk
for automated parcel processing — featuring IMpb (Intelligent Mail
Package Barcode) compliance, an OCR, and laser dimensioning. This
versatile mailroom application is the most cost effective solution for
rapid induction into the USPS package shipping network. OCR tech-
nology enables rapid Intelligent Mail Package Barcode (IMpb) pro-
duction for new USPS specifications.Configurable Wide Area Bar
Code Reader captures up to five separate barcodes on a single pack-
age. Dimensioning feature captures length,width, and height for USPS
Cubic packages and other Dimensioning requirements. Leveraging its
industry-leading technology for “reading”mailpiece information, the
EZ-WorkDesk features best of class capability for collecting package
information. Data from the four key package characteristics — ad-
dress, dimensions, barcode intelligence,and weight — are pulled off
the package simultaneously. Software immediately interprets package
data set for labeling, routing, postal documentation,and customer bill-
ing. The EZ-WorkDesk enables USPS package processing for several
key “single-piece” classes: Priority Mail, Cubic, First Class Packages,
Bound Printed Matter Parcels, Parcel Select, Media Mail, and Library
Mail. Presort manifesting upgrade capabilities include Parcel Select
Lightweight, Bound Printed Matter Parcels, and First Class, Standard,
& BPM Flats.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-350-6450 or email
sales@eii-online.com.

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Postage Meters / Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Neopost Intelligent Series Mailing Systems

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06460.Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

IS-280: The IS-280 iMeter postage meter is the simple, powerful choice
for small business and home office mailings. With a full line of standard
features and innovative Apps, the
IS-280 iMeter streamlines the way
users handle mail by combining ef-
ficiency with cost savings. A large
integrated scale accommodates
postcards,envelopes, and small
packages with ease. The ergo-
nomic layout and design of the
scale provides a clear view of the
display panel regardless of what
materials are placed on it. The
280’s Rate Wizard simplifies the
process of selecting the correct
postal rate and class for items. With clear step-by-step instructions, the se-
lection process has never been easier. Shortcut keys save time and elimi-
nate keystrokes.Users can also choose the most commonly used postal
rates, as well as customize and save the settings of your most frequent
jobs. Refilling postage funds, downloading the latest USPS rates or sys-
tem features can be done via iMeter PC Link, high speed internet (LAN),
or optional analog modem.

IS-280 FEATURES: Processing Speed: up to 18 LPM; Envelope mini-
mum:3.5” x 5” maximum: 12”x15”; maximum thickness: 5/16”; 2
lb.standard integrated scale: optional 5 lb. scale; Imprint Customization:
8 standard, 2 open advertising slogans; 4-digit PIN code authorization;
1account standard up to 10 accounts (optional); Method for postage refill-
ing: internet (standard), iMeter PC Link (standard), analog modem (op-
tional). iMeter Apps: Postal Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager
App – Small Business Edition, Commercial Rates App,E-Services App,
E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt App,neoFunds App, Remote
Diagnostics App. For more detail on individual Apps, please refer to the
iMeter and Apps section.

IS-330: Easy to operate and convenient to use, Neopost’s highly capa-
ble IS-330 is designed to integrate smoothly into mal managers’ office
environment and process mail efficiently. The IS-330 uses a long-life
ink cartridge and prints a crisp and clear IBILite indicia barcode, opti-
mizing ink yield and minimizing replenishment. The IS-330’s
space-saving, built-in integrated weighing platform automatically cal-
culates the exact rate for your mail pieces from single envelopes to
larger packages, giving users the flexibility they need to weigh and
manage their mail with ease.

IS-330 FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 35 LPM. Job Imprint
Memories: 9; Imprint Customization — 8 standard, 2 open advertising
slogans, 10 custom personalized text messages, automatically printed
postal class. Account Reporting and Control: 10 departments. For maxi-
mum system performance, the iMeter can be connected via Smart Con-
nect high-speed LAN connection. Available Apps include: Commercial
Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager App, E-services with Elec-
tronic Return Receipt App, Remote Diagnostics App,neoFunds App,
Postal Rates App, and Low Ink Alerts App. For more detail on individual
Apps, please refer to the iMeter and Apps section.
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IN-360: The IN-360 is a desktop
mailing system that makes weigh-
ing, rating, posting and tracking
mail easy. The IN-360accurately
weighs mixed mail and calculates
the postage fast with the innova-
tive differential weighing feature.
Smart Start technology starts the
power feeder each time an enve-
lope is removed from the weighing
platform and is ready to process

mail.The IN-360 imprint is crisp and clear printing the latest technology,
the smaller IBI Lite, 2-D barcode. With the IN-360’s integrated.

IN-360 FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 45 LPM. Job Imprint
Memories: 9; Imprint Customization – 8 standard, 2 open advertising slo-
gans, 10 custom personalized text messages, automatically printed postal
class, catch tray, 5lb. embedded scale, optional 10lb., 30lb., 70lbweighing
platforms. Account Reporting and Control: 30 departments.For maxi-
mum system performance, the iMeter can be connected via high-speed
internet connection. iMeter Apps include: Postal Rates App, Commercial
Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager App,E-Services App,
E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt App, neoFunds App, Low Ink
Email Alerts App. For more detail on individual Apps, please refer to the
iMeter and Apps section.

IN-600 HF: Practical to use, the highly capable IN-600 HF with whis-
per-quiet operation is fast and efficient and the versatile choice for mov-
ing mail. The contemporary design depicts clean lines, bold edges and
aluminum accents, while maintaining the Neopost commitment to build
and ship products in the most ecological manner. Coupled with the
Neopost iMeter postage meter and business Apps, the capabilities of the
IN-600 HF exceed those of a traditional mailing system. An automatic la-
bel dispenser makes processing packages and large envelopes easy. The
IN-600 HF accurately weighs mixed weight mail and calculates the post-
age with the differential weighing option and offers a power assisted
Hand Feeder. With the IN-600 HF’s integrated envelope moistener, users
will be sure to deliver tightly secured mail with a tip-to-tip seal.

IN-600 FEATURES: Processing speed: Up to 75LIP, secu-
rity;Multi-level User Access Security System. Job Imprint Memories:
9;Imprint Customization — 8 standard, 2 open advertising slogans,
10custom personalized texted messages, automatically printed postal
class. Account Reporting and Control: 35 departments. For maximum
system performance, the iMeter can be connected via Smart Connect
high-speed LAN connection. iMeter Apps include: Commercial Rates
App, Online Postal Expense Manager App, MAS App, E-Services with
Electronic Return Receipt App, Remote Diagnostics App, neoFunds
App, Postal Rates App and Low Ink Email Alerts App. For more detail on
individual Apps, refer to the iMeter Apps section.

IN-600 AF: The IN-600 AF features an automatic feeder and processing
speeds up to 110 lpm. Easy to operate and convenient to use, the highly
capable IN-600AF is fast and efficient. Coupled with an iMeter postage
meter and Apps, the functionality of the IN-600 AF exceeds those of a
traditional mailing system.

IN-600 AF FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 110 lpm, Secu-
rity;Multi- level User Access Security System, Job Imprint Memories —
9;Imprint Customization — 8 Standard, 2 open advertising slogans,
10custom personalized text messages, automatically printed mail
class.Account Reporting and Control: 35 departments. For maximum
system performance, the iMeter can be connected via Smart Connect
high-speed LAN connection. iMeter Apps include: Commercial Rates

App, Online Postal Expense
Manager App, MAS App,
E-Services with Electronic Re-
turn Receipt App, Remote Di-
agnostics App, neoFunds App,
Postal Rates App, and Low Ink
Email Alerts App. For more
details on individual Apps,
please refer to the iMeter and
App section.

IN-700: The IN-700 is a system that meets the needs of even the most de-
manding mail processing centers. The sleek modern design depicts clean
lines, bold edges and aluminum accents. The color touch screen makes
navigation a breeze. The Mixed Sized Feeder quickly sorts and processes
envelopes at speeds up to 140 lpm. When equipped with a Dynamic
Scale, the IN-700 automatically measures the length, width, thick-
ness,and weight at speeds up to 75 lpm. The IN-700 is equipped with an
iMeter postage meter. The iMeter is an internet connected smart device
that provides many functions above the traditional postage meter. Each
iMeter connects online so that users can better manage their mailing oper-
ations and control costs. There are a host of standard and optional Apps
available to enhance the functionality of the mailing system.

IN-700 FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 140 LPM/75 LPM in dy-
namic mode. Security: Multi-level user access security system. Date Ad-
vance: Up to 30 days. Job Imprint Memories: 9 Imprint Customization, 8
standard, 2open advertising slogans, 10custom personalized text mes-
sages, automatically printed mail class. Account reporting and control: 70
departments.For maximum system performance, theiMeter can be con-
nected via Smart Connect high-speed LAN connection.iMeter Apps in-
clude: Commercial Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager App,
MAS App, E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt App, Remote Di-
agnostics App, neoFunds App, Postal Rates App and Low Ink Email
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Alerts App. For more detail on individual Apps, please refer to the iMeter
and Apps section.

IN-750: The IN-750 is the powerful choice for optimizing mail center
management. A fresh new look includes clean lines, bold edges and alu-
minum accents. With a commitment to build and ship products in the
most ecological manner, the IN-750 proudly wears the Neopost “eco” la-
bel. The IN-750 processes up to 175 lpm and up to 110 lpm with a Dy-
namic Scale. A full color touch-screen helps eliminate errors with a host
of easy to read function keys and menu prompts. The IN-750 is equipped
with an iMeter postage meter. The iMeter is an internet connected smart
device that provides functionality above the traditional postage meter.
Each iMeter connects online so that users can better manage their mailing
operations and control costs.

IN-750 FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 175 LPM/110 LPM with
dynamic scale. Security: Multi-level user access security system.Date
Advance: Up to 30 days. Job Imprint Memories: 9 Imprint Customiz-
ation,8 standard, 2 open advertising slogans, 10 custom personalized text
messages, automatically printed mail class. Account reporting and con-
trol: 70 departments. For maximum system performance,the iMeter can
be connected via Smart Connect high-speed LAN connection. iMeter
Apps include: Commercial Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager
App, MAS App, E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt App, Remote
Diagnostics App, neoFunds App,and Postal Rates App, and Low Ink
Email Alerts App. For more detail on individual Apps, please refer to the
iMeter and Apps section.

IS-5000: The IS-5000 sets a new standard for mailing system productiv-
ity, operability, and efficiency. With an overall weight of over 200lbs.,
and three speed choices up to 210, 260, and 300 LPM, the IS-5000is
ready to tackle the demands of large corporate and production mailing
operations. The IS-5000 delivers simple, ergonomic operations; invest-
ment protection and cost savings; reliable production, and maximum
uptime. The flexible, intuitive control panel moves backward and for-
ward, and swivels left and right providing a comfortable working envi-
ronment for all operators using the system. A full 5.7”color touch screen
minimizes keystrokes and puts even the casual operator in control with an
easy-to-read dashboard. Eliminate hand sorting by size or weight. The
IS-5000 processes nested or non-nested envelopes and postcards with
ease. The high capacity envelope feeder with reload on the fly capability
can stack more than 7” of materials. A dual-pump, jet-spray sealing sys-
tem with filter ensures a quality tip-to-tip envelope seal. Five levels of
spray adjustments are standard with each system. An optional dynamic
scale accurately weighs, rates and classifies mail at speeds up to 160
LPM. Reliable sensors detect mail dimensions to ensure conformance to
USPS Shape-Based Pricing requirements. Each IS-5000 comes standard
with a print head that is designed to last the life of the mailing system. Re-
duce work steps and optimize the ergonomic work space with an optional
repositionable remote label dispenser that prints no-peel, ready-to-stick
tapes from a roll. An optional custom ergonomic workstation has been

designed specifically for the IS-5000 mailing system. Adjustable shelv-
ing isgreat for holding supplies, while dual locking doors provide addi-
tional storage and security. As part of its revolutionary design, the
IS-5000 introduces the industry’s first Neopost iMeter postage meter.
The iMeter is an internet connected smart device that provides many
functions above the traditional postage meter. The iMeter, in conjunction
with standard and optional Apps for your business, provides the informa-
tion required for better mailing operations management and cost control.

Available Apps include: Commercial Rates App, Online Postal Expense
Manager App, MAS App, E-services with Electronic Return Receipt
App, Remote Diagnostics App, neoFunds App, Postal Rates App,and
Low Ink Alerts App. For more information on Apps, please refer to the
iMeter Apps section.

IS-6000: The IS-6000 is the new choice in high-volume mailing sys-
tems.Setting a new standard for mailing system productivity, operability,
and efficiency, the IS-6000 is a durable, reliable workhorse ready for the
challenges of large corporate and production mailing operations.Three
speed choices are available, including up to 210, 260,and 300LPM. The
IS-6000 has and overall weight of over 200 lbs. All IS-6000 systems de-
liver simple ergonomic operations; investment protection and cost sav-
ings; reliable production and maximum uptime.Each IS-6000 has a
Neopost iMeter postage meter. The iMeter is an internet connected smart
device that provides many functions above the traditional postage meter.
All iMeters work in conjunction with Apps to provide the information
needed to better manage your mailing operations and control costs.
Available Apps include: Commercial Rates App, Online Postal Expense
Manager App, Postal Accountant App,E-services with Electronic Return
Receipt App, Remote Diagnostics App, neoFunds App, Postal Rates
App, and Low Ink Alerts App. For more information on iMeter Apps,
please refer to the iMeter Apps section.

IS-6000 FEATURES: IS-6000 mailing systems were designed with the
operator in mind.All mailing operations are controlled from the same
area, creating an ideal ergonomic work space. The height adjustable 15”
touch screen moves backward and forward, swivels left and right, and
moves up and down, providing a comfortable working environment for
all of the operators using the system. All screens display large descriptive
buttons and prompts, making navigation a breeze. Cool shades of blue
minimize eye strain and fatigue. Operators can create rate shortcuts, rate
favorites,and customized menu keys, all on the home screen, which help
increase operational efficiency. A full, integrated keyboard makes ac-
count set up, and custom text messaging on the envelope easy. Processing
mail utilizing E-Services is done with ease. Eliminate hand sorting by size
or weight. The IS-6000 processes nested or non-nested envelopes and
postcards with ease. The high capacity envelope feeder with reload on the
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fly capability can stack more than 7” of materials. A dual-pump, jet-spray
sealing system with filter ensures a quality tip-to-tip envelope seal. Five
levels of spray adjustments are standard with each system. An optional
dynamic scale accurately weights, rates and classifies mail at speeds up to
160 LPM. Reliable sensors detect mail dimensions to ensure confor-
mance to USPS Shape-Based Pricing requirements. Each IS-6000 comes
standard with a print head that is designed to last the life of the mailing
system. Reduce work steps and optimize the ergonomic work space with
an optional repositionable remote label dispenser that prints no-peel,
ready-to-stick tapes from a roll. An optional custom ergonomic worksta-
tion has been designed specifically for the IS-6000 mailing systems. Ad-
justable shelving is great for holding supplies, while dual locking doors
provide additional storage and security.

NEOPOST IMETER POSTAGE METER & APPS: Each IM-Series
Mailing System is equipped with an iMeter postage meter.The iMeter is
an Internet-connected smart device that provides many functions above
the traditional postage meter. Each iMeter connects to an Online Services
server, so that user scan better manage their mailing operations and con-
trol costs. There are a host of standard and optional apps available to en-
hance the functionality of your mailing system.

ONLINE POSTAL EXPENSE MANAGER APP: Provides web re-
porting on postage usage and trends by department, time period, and
postal class, which helps with budget planning. Reports can be viewed as
graphical snapshots, and all postage usage data can be easily exported
into Excel for additional analysis and reporting.

MAS APP: Delivers the reports users need to track, analyze, allo-
cate,forecast, and consolidate mail-processing activity. Automatic alerts
and budget limits help users monitor costs to prevent overspend-
ing.Views and reporting can be done for a single location or an integrated
multi-site enterprise.

E-SERVICES APP: Provides easy processing, tracking, and reporting
of mail when utilizing USPS-discounted electronic rates for eDelivery
Confirmation, eSignature Confirmation, and eCertified Mail.

E-SERVICES WITH ELECTRONIC RETURN RECEIPT
APP: Provides easy processing, tracking and reporting of mail
when utilizing USPS-discounted electronic rates for eDelivery Con-
firmation, eSignature Confirmation, and eCertified Mail with Elec-
tronic Return Receipt. In addition to significant cost savings, email
alerts and online access save time by helping users monitor, track
and control.

POSTAL RATES APP: Guarantees automatic delivery of updates
when the Postal Service announces a change to its rates, delivery service
fees, and postal zones. Updates download fast with Smart Connect
high-speed LAN connection and ensure always on-time, accurate rating
of the exact postage due on your letters, flats and packages.

COMMERCIAL RATES APP: Provides access to reduced Postal Ser-
vice prices that are only approved for use in advanced mailing systems
like the IS-Series. iMeter connectivity and digital imprinting ensure con-
formance to Postal-qualifying requirements. USPS Commercial Base
Rates discounts are automatically applied to save users as much as5% off
standard USPS rates on Express Mail and Priority Mail.

REMOTE DIAGNOSTIC APP: Keeps one’s mailing system con-
nected to the service center. Technicians are able to quickly analyze any
issues or concerns users may have, ensuring they sustain maximum
uptime.

neoFUNDS APP: Provides the flexibility and convenience of funding
iMeter with a “download now, pay later” neoFunds postage financing
plan. Add postage dollars to one’s iMeter with the click of a button. In-
stead of pre-funding the postage account, users will receive a
monthlyinvoice for actual postage dollars that have been downloaded.

LOW INK EMAIL ALERTS APP: Notify users when it is time
tore-order ink. The online server monitors ink supply.

CONTACT: For more information, call (800-636-7678) or click
www.neopostinc.com.

Neopost IS-6000 Mailing System shown with option 70 lb. Weighing
platform, dynamic scale, power conveyor stacker, and workstation.

Scales

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Scales

PRODUCT: Neopost Scales

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06460.Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

ISWP-10/30/70: The ISWP-10/30/70 weighing platforms connect to any
Neopost IN-Series mailing machine. Ready to use out of the box,users

can easily install the
scale with no cali-
bration needed. By
adding the differen-
tial weighing op-
tion,which weighs
each piece as it is re-
moved from the
stack on the plat-
form, mailing opera-
tion efficiency is fur-
ther increased.

CONTACT: For
more information,

call (800-636-7678) or click www.neopostinc.com.

> Subscribe online at www.mail-magazine.com to receive MAIL: The
Journal of Communication Distribution and Official Mail Guide.
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